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A B S T R A C T   

Background: The major facilitator superfamily glucose transporters (GLUTs), encoded by solute 
carrier 2A (SLC2A) genes, mediate the transmembrane movement and uptake of glucose. To 
satisfy the improved energy demands, glycolysis flux is increased in cancers compared with 
healthy tissues. Multiple diseases, including cancer, have been associated with GLUTs. Never-
theless, not much research has been done on the functions of SLC2As in pan-cancer prognosis or 
their clinical treatment potential. 
Methods: The SLC2A family genes’ level of expression and prognostic values were analyzed in 
relation to pan-cancer. We then examined the association among SLC2As expression and TME, 
Stemness score, clinical characteristics, immune subtypes, and drug sensitivity. We merged bio-
informatics analysis techniques with up-to-date public databases. Additionally, SLC2As from the 
KOBAS database were subjected to enrichment analysis. 
Results: We discovered that SLC2As’ gene expression differed significantly between normal tissues 
and many malignancies. A number of tumors from various databases demonstrate a relationship 
between prognosis and SLC2A family gene expression. For instance, SLC2A2 and SLC2A5 were 
associated with the overall survival (OS) of hepatocellular carcinoma. SLC2A1 was associated 
with the OS of lung adenocarcinoma and pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Moreover, the SLC2A 
family gene expression is significantly correlated with the pan-cancer stromal and immune scores, 
and the RNA and DNA stemness scores. Furthermore, we found that the majority of SLC2As had a 
strong correlation with the tumor stages in KIRC. The immunological subtypes and all members of 
the SLC2A gene family exhibited a substantial correlation. Moreover, pathways containing insulin 
resistance and adipocytokine signaling pathway may influence the progression of some cancers. 
Finally, there is a significant positive or negative connection between drug sensitivity and SLC2A1 
expression. 
Conclusion: Our research highlights the significant promise of SLC2As as prognostic indicators and 
offers insightful approaches for upcoming exploration of SLC2As as putative therapeutic targets in 
malignancies.   
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1. Introduction 

The Global Cancer Statistics 2020 report projects that there are expected to be 19.3 million new cases of cancer and about 10.0 
million deaths from carcinoma-related causes in 2020 [1]. Furthermore, the global burden of cancer mortality and incidence is rising 
quickly. A genetic disorder known as cancer develops when a number of gene mutations that control cell division, survival, invasion, or 
other characteristics of the altered phenotype accumulate [2]. The development of targeted medicines and the discovery of driver 
mutations in tumors have been made possible by the tremendous influence of genomic analysis [3]. Nevertheless, there are still just a 
few tumors that contain targetable molecules, despite advancements in targeted therapy for particular cancer types. Furthermore, the 
efficacy of existing cancer therapy is restricted by tumor resistance to molecularly targeted medicines [4]. Therefore, in order to 
maximize combination therapy and raise these success rates, it is imperative to investigate additional unique possible molecular 
targets. 

Tumor cells become hypoxic as a result of cancer progression, therefore hypoxia is a characteristic of tumors [5]. In order to 
survive, cancer cells must increase GLUT-1, cause apoptosis, and increase vascularization in response to the low pO2 [6]. The transition 
from glucose oxidative phosphorylation to "aerobic glycolysis," or the "Warburg effect," is one of the metabolic markers of tumors [7,8]. 
As a result, compared to normal cells, tumor cells require more glucose molecules. Particularly in the case of GLUT-3 and GLUT-1, 
enhanced expression of glucose transporters can significantly improve glucose absorption by cancer cells and generate energy via 
faster glycolysis [5,9]. The expression of the transporters GLUT-1 and GLUT-3 in cancer cells has been associated with factors that 
induce hypoxia (HIFs). Actually, GLUT-1 and GLUT-3 expression are induced by HIF activation [10–13]. According to Pliszka et al., 
overexpression of GLUT1 or GLUT3 may be used as a marker of the aggressiveness of a cancer, its stage of carcinogenesis, the 
prognosis, and the overall survival (OS) of patients with certain tumors. They also proposed that the administration of glucose 
transporter inhibitors may be used in anticancer therapy [5]. 

The SLC2A genes encode the major facilitator superfamily glucose transporters (GLUTs), which are essential for mediating the 
transmembrane transit of different hexoses and their derivatives between diverse tissues [14,15]. Based on sequence similarity, the 14 
GLUT proteins can be divided into 3 classes: Class 1 (GLUTs 1–4, 14); Class 2 (GLUTs 5, 7, 9, and 11); and Class 3 (GLUTs 6, 8, 10, 12, 
and HMIT) [15]. GLUT1–4 promote the uptake of glucose in numerous cell types, most notably erythrocytes, muscle and fat cells, 
endothelial cells of the blood–brain barrier, pancreatic β-cells, neurons, and multiple cancer cells [16]. Multiple diseases are related to 
SLC2As, including cancer, diabetes, and autoimmune illness [17–23]. Metabolic adaptation is intrinsic to tumorigenesis to satisfy the 
improved demands for biosynthetic, bioenergetic, and detoxification requirements of malignant cells [24]. Glycolysis flux is increased 
in cancers compared with healthy tissues [25]. For cell hyperproliferation, glucose absorption is a rate-limiting phase [14]. The 
overexpression of SLC2As and its functions in different malignancies have been shown in earlier research. This makes GLUT inhibition 
a possible option to treat cancer and decrease the growth of tumors [26–30]. Moreover, when paired with other treatments including 
radiation, immunotherapy, chemotherapy, targeted therapy, anti-metabolic medicines, or epigenetic medications, GLUTs inhibitors 
have demonstrated encouraging outcomes in the treatment of cancer [31]. SLC2A1-4 were studied best because of their role in cancer 
metabolism [29,32] and insulin resistance [33–36]. The functional studies of SLC2A5-14 in human tumors are scarce and need to be 
extensively explored. Given their significant regulatory roles in various human cancers, a comprehensive understanding of SLC2As 
across different cancers is valuable and necessary to better elucidate their contributions to cancer development and potential thera-
peutic implications. Notably, more focus is being paid to how hypoxia promotes tumor immune evasion and immunosuppression [37]. 
Exploring the potential relationships between hypoxia and cancer is of great significance. 

This study examined the baseline expression levels of SLC2As in normal tissues and human cancer samples from the TCGA database. 
The predictive significance of SLC2As in pan-cancer was then thoroughly assessed utilizing a variety of datasets, containing TCGA 
database and Kaplan-Meier Plotter. Additionally, the relationship among SLC2A family genes expression and TME, stemness score, and 
clinical stages were evaluated. Using enrichment analysis, we were able to anticipate potential pathways in which SLC2As may have 
contributed to carcinogenesis. We additionally evaluated at the connection between SLC2As expression and immunological subtype as 
well as medicine sensitivity in human malignancies. In total, SLC2As expression level and predictive value in pan-cancer were thor-
oughly assessed by our investigation, which also offered new information regarding SLC2As as possible therapeutic targets in different 
tumor types. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Gene expression analysis 

We utilized the UCSC Xena online database (https://xena.ucsc.edu/) to download the gene expression RNAseq (FPKM format), 
clinicopathological information, survival information, immunological subtype, and stemness score (DNA and RNA) of 33 tumors from 
the TCGA database [38]. The SLC2A family genes’ expression level was then extracted and integrated using the Perl software. 
Additionally, we investigated variations in SLC2A family gene expression among 33 distinct cancer groups using the "Wilcox test." The 
symbols "*", "**", and "***" denote P-values<0.05, <0.01, and <0.001, respectively. Moreover, in order to illustrate the expression 
profile of SLC2A family genes, the R packages “ggpubr” and “pheatmap” were used to draw a box plot and heatmap, respectively. The 
"corrplot" R-package was utilized to evaluate the relationship between the SLC2A family of genes. 
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2.2. Survival analysis 

The Kaplan-Meier (KM) method and the log-rank test were used to explore the relationship between the expression of SLC2A family 
genes and the outcome of various malignancies in TCGA datasets. The R-package “survival” and “survminer” were applied for this 
research. Moreover, we performed a COX analysis to assess the relationship among SLC2As expression and outcome for all cancers. 
Lastly, we displayed the forest plot applying the R-package "forestplot" and "survival". 

Additionally, in order to assess the association among the SLC2A family genes’ expression and prognosis in all tumors and their 
impact on clinical outcome (OS), the Kaplan-Meier Plotter online database (https://kmplot.com/analysis/) was consulted. The impact 
of the SLC2A family genes on the survival of patients with 21 distinct kinds of tumor was assessed using Kaplan-Meier Plotter database, 
which was derived from TCGA, gene expression omnibus (GEO), and European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA). 

2.3. Immunohistochemistry data of HPA 

The HPA immunohistochemistry data were utilized to confirm the SLC2A1, SLC2A2, and SLC2A5 protein expression levels in 
human normal tissues and malignancies. The expression of SLC2A1 (antibody CAB002759) was examined in lung cancer and normal 
lung tissues. Additionally, SLC2A1 protein expressions (antibody CAB002759) in normal pancreatic tissues and pancreatic cancer were 
examined. SLC2A2 (antibody HPA069490) and SLC2A5 (antibody HPA005449) protein expressions were examined in liver hepato-
cellular carcinoma and normal liver tissues. 

2.4. Tumor immune microenvironment and stemness score analysis 

The tumor microenvironment (TME) is made up of tumor cells, tumor stromal cells (stromal fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and 

Fig. 1. SLC2A family gene expression levels and correlation in different cancer types from TCGA. (A) Boxplot illustrating the distribution of SLC2A 
family genes expression in various cancers. (B) Heatmap showing the difference of SLC2A family gene expression levels in different cancer types 
from TCGA database. The red and green indicate the high or low expression, respectively. (C) The correlation between SLC2A family genes. The blue 
dot indicated positive correlation and the red dot indicated negative correlation. 
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immune cells like macrophages, lymphocytes, and microglia), as well as non-cellular extracellular matrix components like collagen, 
fibronectin, hyaluronan, and laminin, among others [39]. The stromal and immune cell scores of various tumors were determined 
applying the R-packages "estimate" and "limma" in conjunction with TCGA expression data. Using the Spearman’s technique, the 
"corrplot" R-package was used to visualize the connection between the RNA stemness score (RNAss) and DNA stemness score (DNAss) 
and SLC2A family genes’ expression. Additionally, the "limma", "reshape2″, "ggpubr", and "ggplot2″ packages were applied to do a 
relationship evaluation among SLC2A family genes’ expression and TME and stemness score in particular malignancies. 

2.5. Clinical characteristics analysis 

The association among SLC2As and clinical characteristics was investigated in a subset of cancers. For this connection study, we 
chose the tumor stage. The association within the cancer stage and SLC2As was investigated using R-package "ggplot2″ in a subset of 
malignancies (BRCA, KICH, and KIRC) from the TCGA database. 

2.6. Enrichment analysis 

First, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis and Gene Ontology (GO) functional analysis were 
performed applying KOBAS database. Next, GO functional analysis and KEGG pathway analysis were performed using the Chinese 
bioinformatics website (http://www.bioinformatics.com.cn/). 

2.7. Drug sensitivity and immune subtype analysis 

The CellMiner™ database (https://discover.nci.nih.gov/cellminer/home.do) provided drug sensitivity processed data. Addition-
ally, the R packages "ggplot2″, "limma", "impute", and "ggpubr" were utilized for processing the data and result visualization. 
Furthermore, the immunological subtype association study of SLC2As was performed employing the R-packages "reshape2″, "limma", 
and "ggplot2". 

3. Results 

3.1. The expression level of SLC2A family genes in pan-cancer 

By analyzing these genes’ expression in samples of human tumors and normal tissues, we hoped to learn more about the possible 
significance of SLC2A family genes in human malignancies. The TCGA database data showed that, in pan-cancer, SLC2A1, SLC2A3, 
SLC2A8, and SLC2A10 were highly expressed, SLC2A2, SLC2A7, and SLC2A14 were weakly expressed, while SLC2A4, SLC2A5, 
SLC2A6, SLC2A9, SLC2A11, SLC2A12, and SLC2A13 were moderately expressed (Fig. 1A). Additionally, the TCGA database was 
utilized to further assess SLC2A family genes expression and its connection in various forms of cancer. Findings indicated that SLC2A1 
is most expressed in LUSC, SLC2A2, SLC2A3, SLC2A5, and SLC2A7 are most expressed in KIRC, SLC2A4, and SLC2A8 are most 
expressed in KICH, SLC2A6, and SLC2A11 are most expressed in CHOL, and SLC2A9, SLC2A10, SLC2A12, SLC2A13, and SLC2A14 are 
most expressed in HNSC, GBM, COAD, THCA, and KIRP, respectively (Fig. 1B). SLC2A2 and SLC2A9 showed the strongest positive 
correlation across all 18 cancer types, while SLC2A1 and SLC2A11 showed the exact opposite correlation (Fig. 1C). 

We next used RNA sequencing data from TCGA to assess the differential expressions of SLC2As in all tumors. Our findings found 
that SLC2A1 was higher expressed in breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), cholangiocarcinoma (CHOL), colon adenocarcinoma (COAD), 
esophageal carcinoma (ESCA), head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC), kidney renal clear cell carcinoma (KIRC), liver he-
patocellular carcinoma (LIHC), lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), Lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC), rectum adenocarcinoma 
(READ), stomach adenocarcinoma (STAD), thyroid carcinoma (THCA), uterine corpus endometrial carcinoma (UCEC), and glio-
blastoma multiforme (GBM). Conversely, kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma (KIRP), Prostate adenocarcinoma (PRAD), and kidney 
chromophobe (KICH) were shown to have decreased expression (Fig. 2A). A higher expression of SLC2A2 was observed in a number of 
malignancies, including BRCA, LUAD, Bladder Urothelial Carcinoma (BLCA), ESCA, and KIRC. Meanwhile, lower expression was 
discovered in LIHC, KICH, and CHOL (Fig. 2B). SLC2A3 was found to be more highly expressed in HNSC, KIRC, CHOL, COAD, ESCA, 
and STAD. But in BLCA, BRCA, LUAD, LUSC, UCEC, KICH, GBM, KIRP, and LIHC, the level was lower (Fig. 2C). In addition, SLC2A4 
was more expressed in KICH, and LIHC. The lower expression was in BLCA, BRCA, CHOL, COAD, ESCA, GBM, HNSC, KIRP, LUAD, 
PRAD, READ, STAD, THCA, UCEC, KIRC, and LUSC (Fig. 2D). In CHOL, KIRC, LIHC, LUAD, LUSC, ECSA, GBM, and UCEC, SLC2A5 
expression was greater. However, SLC2A5 expression was reduced in COAD, KICH, PRAD, READ, and KIRP (Fig. 2E). Additionally, we 
found that SLC2A6 had greater expression levels in a number of malignancies, including BLCA, BRCA, CHOL, ESCA, HNSC, KIRC, 
LIHC, STAD, THCA, and UCEC. But SLC2A6 expression was shown to be decreased in GBM, KICH, LUAD, and LUSC (Fig. 2F). 
Moreover, analyzing revealed that SLC2A7 expression was higher in HNSC, KIRC, LIHC, and KIRP. SLC2A7’ expression was decreased 
in COAD, KICH, READ, and THCA (Fig. 2G). Further investigation revealed that SLC2A8 is overexpressed in a number of malignancies 

Fig. 2. SLC2A family gene expression levels in different cancer types and normal tissue. (A) SLC2A1 (B) SLC2A2 (C) SLC2A3 (D) SLC2A4 (E) 
SLC2A5 (F) SLC2A6 (G) SLC2A7 (H) SLC2A8 (I) SLC2A9 (J) SLC2A10 (K) SLC2A11 (L) SLC2A12 (M) SLC2A13 (N) SLC2A14. The blue boxplots 
indicate the normal tissues and the red boxplots indicate the cancer tissues. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001. 
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Fig. 3. Survival analysis of SLC2A family genes across multiple cancer types. (A) SLC2A1 (B) SLC2A2 (C) SLC2A3 (D) SLC2A4 (E) SLC2A5 (F) 
SLC2A6 (G) SLC2A7 (H) SLC2A8 (I) SLC2A9 (J) SLC2A10 (K) SLC2A11 (L) SLC2A13. The red line in the photos indicates high expression and the 
blue line in the photos indicates low expression. P value less than 0.05 is considered as difference. 
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as compared to normal tissues, including BRCA, COAD, HNSC, KICH, LIHC, LUSC, READ, UCEC, KIRC, and ESCA. On the other hand, 
SLC2A8 expression decreased in BLCA and THCA (Fig. 2H). Furthermore, it was found that GBM, HNSC, READ, ESCA, and LUSC had 
greater levels of SLC2A9 expression. The lower SLC2A9 expression level was found in BRCA, CHOL, KICH, KIRC, LIHC, LUAD, PRAD, 
and THCA (Fig. 2I). Furthermore, we observed that SLC2A10 was upregulated in KIRP, LUAD, GBM, and BRCA. Conversely, HNSC, 
KICH, UCEC, COAD, ESCA, KIRC, and READ were shown to have reduced SLC2A10 levels (Fig. 2J). The expression of SLC2A11 was 
higher in CHOL, COAD, LIHC, and LUAD. Concurrently, BRCA, GBM, KIRC, and ESCA have decreased expression of SLC2A11 (Fig. 2K). 
SLC2A12 was expressed more in COAD, LUSC, and READ. Meanwhile, a lower SLC2A12 expression was discovered in BRCA, KIRC, 
KIRP, LUAD, STAD, THCA, UCEC, BLCA, ESCA, GBM, and HNSC (Fig. 2L). Besides, a higher SLC2A13 expression was found only in 
THCA. But in COAD, KICH, KIRC, LUSC, READ, UCEC, BLCA, BRCA, GBM, and LUAD, there was less expression (Fig. 2M). SLC2A14 
was found to be more highly expressed in HNSC, KIRC, KIRP, LIHC, LUAD, and UCEC. In KICH, COAD, and PRAD, the lower expression 
was present concurrently (Fig. 2N). 

3.2. Prognostic value of SLC2A family genes in pan-cancer 

In order to look into the connection between prognostic value and the expression level of the SLC2A family genes, we employed 
various databases. Notably, Kaplan-Meier survival curves demonstrated that the expression of SLC2A family genes was linked with 
prognosis in various kinds of cancer (Fig. 3, S1). SLC2A1 proved useful throughout the KIRP procedure. On the other hand, SLC2A1 
negatively impacted ACC, LUAD, LIHC, SARC, PAAD, MESO, and SKCM (Fig. 3A–S1A). In addition, SLC2A2 acted as a buffer in both 
KIRC and LIHC (Fig. 3B–S1B). SLC2A3 was a high-hazard feature in STAD, UVM, HNSC, MESO, LGG, and GBM (Fig. 3C–S1D). 
Additionally, the data demonstrated a correlation between prolonged survival periods and increased SLC2A4 expression in patients 
with LGG, MESO, LAML, and DLBC. While, SLC2A4 had a detrimental significance in UCEC (Fig. 3D–S1E). In three distinct malig-
nancies that contained SKCM, SARC, and THCA, SLC2A5 acted as a protective factor. On the other hand, SLC2A5 was deleterious to the 
development of LAML, KICH, and LIHC malignancies (Fig. 3E–S1F). SLC2A6 was found to be a protective gene in UCEC, BLCA, and 
ESCA. SLC2A6 was found to be a protective gene in ESCA, BLCA, and UCEC. Nevertheless, SLC2A6 was a risky gene in KIRC, UVM, 

Fig. 4. Overall survival curves comparing the high and low expression of SLC2A family genes in various cancers from Kaplan-Meier 
Plotter database. 
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MESO, COAD, ACC, and BLCA (Fig. 3F–S1G). The five cancer types that included UCEC, LUAD, OV, ACC, and LGG were all negatively 
impacted by SLC2A7 (Fig. 3G–S1H). Besides, SLC2A8 had a protective effect on four different types of tumors, containing CESC, PAAD, 
BLCA, and HNSC. Conversely, in LAML, SLC2A8 was a high-risk gene (Fig. 3H–S1I). For UCS, KIRP, and KIRC, SLC2A9 was a low-risk 
gene. SLC2A9 participated in LGG, LAML, and CESC concurrently as a high-risk factor (Fig. 3I–S1J). Additionally, we discovered that 
SLC2A10 had a protective effect on PCPG and MESO. However, SLC2A10 posed a risk in LGG, UVM, and PAAD (Fig. 3J–S1K). 
Additionally, our findings demonstrated the protective role of SLC2A11 in PAAD, MESO, LUAD, LGG, and KIRP (Fig. 3K, S1L). 
SLC2A12 was a beneficial factor in KIRP and LAML. In contrast, SLC2A12 was damaging to UCEC and BLCA (Fig. S1M). SLC2A13 was a 
protective gene in KIRC and LGG (Fig. 3L). Moreover, SLC2A14 played a beneficial role in READ. However, SLC2A14 was linked to a 
significant risk of LGG and ACC (Fig. S1C). Furthermore, we found that SLC2A4/11/13 provided protection against LGG. In contrast, 
SLC2A3/7/9/10/14 were risk factors for LGG. Regarding MESO patients, SLC2A4/10/11 were considered low-risk variables. 
Conversely, poorer MESO results were associated with elevated SLC2A1/3/6 expressions. 

Using COX analysis, we examined the prognostic significance of SLC2As in all cancers (Fig. S2). Our results shown that SLC2A1 
played a protective prognostic factor in KICH, THYM, ACC, LIHC, KIRP, MESO, LUAD, SARC, PAAD, UCEC, CESC, and SKCM. On the 
other hand, LIHC and KIRC, SLC2A2 was a poor predictive predictor. The low-risk gene in THCA, ACC, UVM, MESO, CESC, LGG, HNSC, 
STAD, GBM, BLCA, PAAD, and KIRC was SLC2A3. SLC2A4 played protective roles in CHOL and READ. On the other hand, a higher 
incidence of LGG and LIHC was linked to SLC2A4. For KICH, LAML, and LIHC, SLC2A5 was a low-risk factor. SLC2A5 also has a 
negative role in SKCM and SARC. SLC2A6 functioned as a safeguard prognosis marker in KIRC, UVM, ACC, COAD, MESO, and LIHC. On 
the other hand, SLC2A6 was the dangerous gene in LGG and SARC. SLC2A7 was a protecting gene in LGG, MESO, BRCA, OV, and 
UCEC. SLC2A8 exhibited a protective effect in THYM and LAML. SLC2A8 served as a hazardous factor in PAAD, CESC, and BLCA in the 
meantime. A higher prognosis was linked to higher levels of SLC2A9 expression in patients with LGG, THCA, and HNSC. Conversely, a 
vulnerable gene in both KIRP and KIRC was SLC2A9. Additionally, according to our findings, SLC2A10 provided protection against 
LGG, UVM, PAAD, MESO, and GBM. Contrarily, SLC2A10 was a high-risk prognosis factor in PCPG. SLC2A11 was the low-risk gene in 
DLBC. While SLC2A11 served as a harmful gene in PAAD, MESO, KIRP, LGG, LUAD, and OV. SLC2A12 functioned a harmless 
component in UCEC and BLCA. Besides, SLC2A13 provided protection in MESO. However, SLC2A13 was a harmful gene in LGG, KIRC, 
and SKCM. SLC2A14 was a beneficial gene in BLCA, LGG, CESC, ACC, and THCA. These findings suggested that SLC2As may have 
varying effects on prognostic significance in various cancer types. 

Fig. 5. Correlation of SLC2A family genes expression with tumor microenvironment, Stemness score in pan-cancer. The SLC2A family genes 
associated Stromal score (A), Immune score (B), ESTIMATE score (C), Tumor purity (D), DNAss (E), and RNAss (F) are illustrated. Red dots indicate 
a positive correlation, and blue dots indicate a negative correlation. 
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Next, using data from the TCGA, GEO, and EGA databases, the Kaplan-Meier plotter was utilized to evaluate the survival (OS) 
connected to the SLC2A gene. SLC2A2/7 had negative impacts on BRCA, as Fig. 4A illustrates. Comparable outcomes are also observed 
in OV and UCEC (Fig. 4G–J). Furthermore, in CESC, SLC2A8 played a protective predictive role (Fig. 4B). In KIRP, SLC2A1 had a 
negative predictive effect. SLC2A9/11 functioned as a low-risk factor in KIRP concurrently (Fig. 4C). SLC2A2/9/13 showed protective 
effects on KIRC, while SLC2A1/3/6 played harmful prognostic roles in KIRC (Fig. 4D). A dangerous gene in both LUAD and LIHC was 
SLC2A1. Conversely, SLC2A2 and SLC2A11 provided protection in LIHC and LUAD, respectively (Fig. 4E and F). SLC2A1 was dele-
terious to PAAD, while SLC2A8/11 was low-risk (Fig. 4H). Furthermore, SLC2A3 posed a risk for STAD (Fig. 4I). 

Nevertheless, the results above from several databases revealed some inconsistent information about the SLC2A family genes’ 
expression in particular malignancies (Table S1). These contradicting results were caused by diverse data gathering methods and 
putative processes with varying biological properties. Additionally, it was discovered that SLC2A1 expression might function as a 
separate OS prognostic biomarker in lung and pancreatic adenocarcinomas by comparing and evaluating the prognostic significance of 
SLC2As in cancers in various databases. Furthermore, we discovered that the expression of SLC2A2 and SLC2A5 may function as 
separate prognostic indicators for OS in hepatocellular carcinoma. Moreover, SLC2A1 protein expression in lung and pancreatic ad-
enocarcinomas, as well as SLC2A2 and SLC2A5 protein expression in hepatocellular carcinoma, were confirmed by immunohisto-
chemical data (Fig. S3). 

3.3. Correlation among SLC2A family genes expression and TME, stemness score in pan-cancer 

Since our outcomes have verified the prognostic relevance of SLC2A family gene in all cancers, it is highly suitable to investigate 
additional correlations between the expression of SLC2As and TME in all cancers. The results of the TME related scores showed that the 
majority of SLC2As expression was strongly inversely correlated with tumor purity and considerably positively correlated with stromal 
score, immune score, and estimate score (Fig. 5A–D). Our findings indicate that there seems to be a consistent positive association 
between SLC2A3/5/6/9 and the stromal score, immune score, and estimate score in all malignancies. At the same time, SLC2A11’s 
unfavorable connection with these scores was constant for all malignancies. Furthermore, SLC2As and immune score in LGG, TGCT, 

Fig. 6. Correlation analysis of SLC2A family genes expression with Stemness score and tumor microenvironment in three cancer types. (A) BRCA 
(B) KICH (C) KIRC. R means correlation value, positive number means positive correlation, negative number means negative correlation. 
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THCA, and THYM were revealed to be clearly correlated. Likewise, there was a strong positive or negative connection seen in pan- 
cancer among the expression of SLC2A family genes and DNAss and RNAss (Fig. 5E and F). For instance, SLC2A9/12 expression 
was inversely associated with DNAss in OV. SLC2A1, on the other hand, had a favorable relationship with DNAss in OV. Moreover, we 
found that SLC2A2/12 and DNAss in TGCT had a statistically significant negative connection. At the same time, SLC2A14 had a 
positive correlation with DNAss in TGCT (Fig. 5E). We found that SLC2A4/10/13 had a negative relationship with RNAss in THYM 
during the RNAss study. Additionally, SLC2A3 strongly correlated negatively with RNAss in a number of malignancies, including 

Fig. 7. SLC2A family genes expression levels of different immune subtype in pan-cancer, and specific three cancer types. (A) Pan-cancer (B) BRCA 
(C) KICH (D) KIRC. X axis represents immune subtype, Y axis represents gene expression. C1, wound healing; C2, IFN-γ dominant; C3, inflammatory; 
C4, lymphocyte depleted; C5, immunologically quiet; C6, TGF-β dominant. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001. 
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THCA, GBM, BLCA, and KICH (Fig. 5F). Thus, our findings suggested that the ability of genes belonging to the SLC2A family to control 
the immune microenvironment varies amongst malignancies. 

3.4. Association between SLC2A family genes expression and TME, stemness score in selected cancers 

Using gene expression analysis, it was discovered that, while the patterns varied by gene, all SLC2A family genes were expressed 
differently in KIRC compared to normal tissues. Additionally, only SLC2A4 and SLC2A8 were up-regulated whereas the other genes 
were down-regulated in KICH, suggesting differential expression of the remaining SLC2A family genes, with the exception of SLC2A11 
and SLC2A12. Similarly, other SLC2A family genes are expressed differently in BRCA compared to normal tissues, with the exception of 
SLC2A5/7/14. Consequently, we used information from the database of the TCGA to explore the connection among the expression of 
SLC2A family genes and TME and Stemness scores in these three kinds of tumors. SLC2A1/5/6/14 were favorably correlated with 
RNAss in BRCA, while SLC2A3/4/7/8/9/10/11/12/13 were negatively correlated with RNAss, as Fig. 6A illustrates. Additionally, in 
BRCA, SLC2A1/5/6/14 had a positive correlation with DNAss and SLC2A9/10 had a negative correlation with DNAss. We found that 
SLC2A2/3/4/5/6/7/9/10/12/13 had a positive correlation with stromal score during the TME analysis, whereas SLC2A1/8/11 and 
BRCA’s stromal score showed a negative link. Furthermore, SLC2A1/10/11 had an adverse connection with immunological score in 
BRCA, but SLC2A3/4/5/6/7/9/12/14 had a positive correlation. The BRCA estimate score was favorably correlated with the 
expression of SLC2A3/4/5/6/7/9/12/13/14. In addition, there was a negative correlation between SLC2A1/10/11 and the estimate 
score in BRCA. 

Additionally, in KICH, SLC2A4 exhibited a positive relationship with RNAss while SLC2A3/5/6 had a negative relationship with 
RNAss. DNAss in KICH was adversely correlated with SLC2A5/6. According to the findings of the TME correlation study, SLC2A3/5/6/ 
10 showed a positive association with the stromal score in KICH, while SLC2A11 had a negative correlation. The immune score in KICH 
was strongly correlated with SLC2A3/5/6. In KICH, the expression of SLC2A3/5/6/10 was positively connected with the estimate 
score, whereas SLC2A4/11 expression had a negative correlation (Fig. 6B). 

SLC2A1/3/4/6/10 and SLC2A2/11/13 had negative correlations and positive correlations with RNAss in KIRC, respectively, as 
Fig. 6C illustrates. In addition, SLC2A2/5/7/9/13 expression was inversely correlated with DNAss in KIRC. TME analysis showed that 
SLC2A1/3/6/10 and the stromal score correlated positively with KIRC, but negatively with SLC2A2/4/8/11/12. In addition, SLC2A5/ 
6/14 expression and immune score in KIRC were positively connected, while SLC2A4/11/12 was negatively correlated. SLC2A3/5/6/ 
10/14 showed a favorable correlation with the KIRC estimate score. Concurrently, there was a negative association between the es-
timate score in KIRC and SLC2A2/4/11. 

3.5. Correlation among clinical characteristics and SLC2A family genes expression in selected tumors 

Three cancer types (BRCA, KICH, and KIRC) were chosen for SLC2A family gene expression levels and tumor stage association study 
based on TCGA database gene expression analysis (Fig. S4). We discovered that in BRCA, only the expression of SLC2A1 and SLC2A4 
correlated with tumor stage (Fig. S4A). Additionally, we discovered that the expression of other SLC2A family genes in KICH did not 
significantly correlate with tumor stage, with the exception of SLC2A5 (Fig. S4B). While, most of SLC2As were significantly associated 
with tumor staging in KIRC, including SLC2A4/6/9/10/11/13/14 (Fig. S4C). However, different genes are expressed differently in 
KIRC. For example, SLC2A4/9/10/13 expression was markedly upregulated in KIRC tumors at an early stage. On the other hand, 
SLC2A6/14 expression dramatically increased in KIRC tumors that were advanced in stage. 

3.6. Correlation among SLC2A family genes expression and immune subtype 

We also looked into the relationship of the expression of the SLC2A family genes and the immune subtype in pan-cancer. Our 
findings demonstrated a significant relationship among the expression of all SLC2A gene family members and immune subtypes C1 
(wound healing), C2 (IFN-γ dominant), C3 (inflammatory), C4 (lymphocyte deficient), C5 (immunologically silent), and C6 (TGF-β 
dominant) in all tumors [38,40] (Fig. 7A). Next, we chose three types of tumors to study including BRCA, KICH, and KIRC. Significant 
relationships were found between SLC2A1/3/4/5/6/9/10/11/12/13/14 and the immunological subtype in BRCA (Fig. 7B). For 
instance, SLC2A4 and SLC2A13 expressed more in C3 and C6, while SLC2A3/5/9 expression was up-regulated in C6. Fig. 7C 
demonstrated the correlation between the immunological subtype in KICH and the expressions of SLC2A3/5/6/9/10. Also, these genes 
overexpressed in C1, with the exception of SLC2A9. Moreover, we discovered that there were substantial differences between 
SLC2A1/2/3/4/5/6/7/9/11/12/13/14 in KIRC (Fig. 7D). C3 had greater levels of SLC2A2/9/13 expression. On the other hand, C5 
had increased SLC2A4/11/12 expression. The selectivity of SLC2A members in various cancers was demonstrated by these data once 
more. 

3.7. Functional and pathway analyses of SLC2A family genes in human tumors 

Next, using the KOBAS database, we investigated GO functions and KEGG pathways connected to SLC2A family genes in human 
malignancies. Seven enriched pathways and the expression of SLC2A family genes were shown to be strongly correlated by the KEGG 
enrichment analysis. These pathways included insulin secretion, insulin resistance, the glucagon signaling pathway, the adipocytokine 
signaling pathway, central carbon metabolism in cancer, type II diabetes mellitus, and the digestion and absorption of carbohydrates 
(Fig. S5A). Furthermore, the KOBAS database’s GO enrichment analysis revealed every cell biological function. SLC2A family genes 
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significantly related to glucose transmembrane transport (Fig. S5B). In addition, KEGG illness analysis revealed that ldiopathic 
generalized epilepsies, hereditary stomatocytosis, and cardiovascular diseases were the top three disorders associated with the 
expression of SLC2A family genes (Fig. S5C). 

3.8. Drug sensitivity analysis 

The comprehensive analysis was carried out with the goal of investigating any possible relationship among sensitivity to drugs and 
SLC2As expression in different human tumor cell lines from the CellMiner™ database. The outcome showed a favorable relationship 
among SLC2A1 expression and medicine sensitivity of Kahalide F (Fig. 8B), ENMD-2076 (Precursor) (angiogenic kinase inhibitor) 
(Fig. 8D and E), Staurosporine (Fig. 8H), CCT-128930 (CCT-128930) (Fig. 8I), JNJ-38877605 (c-Met inhibitor) (Fig. 8K), VE-821 (the 
ATR inhibitor) (Fig. 8M), AZD-5363 (cell cycle inhibitor) (Fig. 8N), SGX-523 (c-Met inhibitor) (Fig. 8O), and Saracatinib (Fig. 8P). 
Furthermore, Fig. 8 illustrates the substantial inverse relationship between SLC2A1 expression and the drug sensitivity of Lapachone 
(Fig. 8A), tic10 (also known as ONC-201, TRAIL-inducing compound) (Fig. 8C), Hydrastinine HCI (Fig. 8F), Imexon (Fig. 8G), Cpd-401 
(Fig. 8J), and Amuvatinib (Fig. 8L). The findings could have an impact on clinical medicine because of the SLC2A family genes’ drug 
sensitivity. 

4. Discussion 

SLC2As may be crucial factors in malignancies and may have therapeutic applications, according to increasing evidence. This work 
was the first to determine the basic expression levels of SLC2A family genes in 33 types of cancer and in pericancerous or normal tissues 
from TCGA database. According to our findings, SLC2A1 expression was downregulated in three tumor types and highly upregulated in 
fourteen cancer types as compared to normal tissues. However, eight distinct malignancies were linked to aberrant SLC2A2 expression, 
three of which were down-regulated and five of which were up-regulated. Of the six cancer types, SLC2A3 expression was higher in six 
whereas it was lower in nine. Furthermore, in comparison to normal tissues, SLC2A4 was downregulated in sixteen cancer types and 
upregulated in two cancer types. Eight cancer types had higher levels of SLC2A5 expression, while five cancer types had lower levels of 

Fig. 8. Drug sensitivity analysis of SLC2A family genes. (A) Lapachone (B) Kahalide F (C) tic10 (D) ENMD-2076 (E) ENMD-2076 Precursor (F) 
Hydrastinine HCI (G) Imexon (H) Staurosporine (I) CCT-128930 (J) Cpd-401 (K) JNJ-38877605 (L) Amuvatinib (M) VE-821 (N) AZD-5363 (O) 
SGX-523 (P) Saracatinib. Cor, correlation coefficient. 
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the gene. Ten different cancer types had higher expression levels of SLC2A6 and SLC2A8, whereas four and two cancer types, 
respectively, had lower expression levels of these two proteins. Furthermore, compared to normal tissues, SLC2A7 and SLC2A11 were 
expressed more in four cancer types and less in four cancer types. Thirteen distinct malignancies, eight of which were down-regulated 
and five of which were up-regulated, were linked to aberrant SLC2A9 expression. SLC2A10 was up-regulated in four types of cancers 
and lower-regulated in seven tumor kinds. Eleven kinds of cancer had fewer expression levels of SLC2A12, whereas three cancer kinds 
had greater expression levels. Besides, we discovered that SLC2A13 was higher-regulated in one tumor type, while SLC2A13 was lower 
expressed in ten cancer types. Three cancer types showed down-regulation of SLC2A14 expression, whereas six cancer types showed 
up-regulation of the gene. Next, we compiled all significant survival-related data from several databases. The SLC2As have a strong 
correlation with cancer patient survival. For instance, SLC2A1 was found to be deleterious in LIHC, LUAD, PAAD, and SARC, this 
finding was similar across many databases and the majority of prior research [41–49]. Also, we discovered that in LIHC and KIRC, 
improved OS was correlated with increased expression of SLC2A2. Hye et al. indicated that SLC2A2 is a promising target for hepa-
tocellular carcinoma [50]. Yun et al. also found that SLC2A2 was associated with clinical stages and independently related to OS in 
patients with HCC [51], which was consistent with our findings. Besides, we also observed that SLC2A5 was a detrimental factor in 
LIHC. And Song et al. constructed a prognostic signature contained SLC2A5, which can help to predict the OS of HCC and explore the 
potential therapeutic targets of HCC [52]. Overall, our findings clearly show that SLC2A family genes are useful prognostic indicators 
for all cancer types. 

Growing research has recently suggested that TME may have significant impacts on immune evasion, tumor metastasis, micro 
angiogenesis, and proliferation [53–55]. Our findings showed a link between TME in all tumors and SLC2A family genes expression in 
all tumors. Especially, SLC2A3/5/6/9 expression in the stromal score, immune score, and estimate score appeared to have a constant 
positive connection in all malignancies, indicating that SLC2A3/5/6/9 are expected to be effective immunomodulatory variables. 
Furthermore, there is a substantial association between the stromal and immune factors in TME and BRCA, KICH, and KIRC. These 
findings suggest that SLC2A family genes may be valuable treatment targets in certain malignancies, although further correlation 
research is required to confirm this. Shin et al. came to the conclusion that stromal cells and breast cancer cells engage in metabolic 
interactions, and the reverse Warburg effect may indicate glucose metabolism in tumor stromal cells. The reverse Warburg effect 
suggests that cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), which are found in the breast cancer stroma, are the site of aerobic glycolysis. 
Additionally, GLUT1 expression was higher in breast CAFs than in normal fibroblasts, and CAFs had higher levels of glycolysis and 
genes associated to glucose transporters in the co-culture investigation of breast cancer cells and fibroblasts [56]. However, there are 
few studies on the correlation between TME and SLC2A family genes in KICH and KIRC, which can be an important direction in the 
future. Additionally, we discovered a positive or negative association between the pan-cancer stemness score and the genes of the 
SLC2A family. This examination of the association between DNAss and RNAss and the SLC2A family genes is thought to be helpful for 
patients responding to stem cell-based immunotherapy. 

Moreover, in a subset of malignancies, the relationship between SLC2As expression and tumor stages was examined. Moreover, we 
found that the majority of SLC2As had a strong correlation with the tumor stages in KIRC, which led us to consider SLC2As’ potential 
applications as markers for prognosis and diagnosis in KIRC. Mariana et al. observed that, in comparison to patients with III− IV cancer 
stages, RCC patients with I− II cancer stages had a considerably greater level of hsa-miR-144-5p (hsa-miR-144-5p has been shown to 
directly regulate GLUT-1) [57]. However, our results do not show that SLC2A1 is associated with the tumor stages of KIRC. Therefore, a 
great deal more research is required to confirm in the future the relationship between SLC2A1 and tumor stages in KIRC. Additionally, 
the possible relationship among the SLC2A family genes’ expression and immune subtypes was examined in both all cancers and 
specific tumor types (BRCA, KICH, and KIRC). According to our findings, the majority of SLC2As had strong relationships with BRCA, 
KICH, and KIRC, and all of them were substantially correlated with immune subtypes in pan-cancer. 

Enrichment analysis was employed to explore the roles of SLC2As in cancer progression. We found that SLC2As were related to 
many diseases, including cardiovascular diseases, hereditary stomatocytosis, and ldiopathic generalized epilepsies. In addition, our 
results also showed that SLC2As significantly correlated with glucose transmembrane transport activity, which indicated that SLC2As 
may be associated with cancer development. The KEGG analysis presented here indicated that SLC2As are involved in these correlation 
pathways. The association between insulin-resistant disorders, like obesity and type 2 diabetes, and cancers of the colon, liver, 
pancreas, breast, and endometrium was among the numerous epidemiological and clinical data that supported this theory [58]. 
Additionally, via participating in the adipocytokine signaling pathway, SLC2As may affect the development and malignant evolution 
of breast cancer [59,60]. In summary, further research on the interaction between SLC2As and targeted drugs may benefit from an 
understanding of these pathways. 

Based on previous studies and our analysis, we observed that SLC2As can be served as predictive indicators for several types of 
cancer, specially, the prognosis value of SLC2A1 in LIHC, LUAD, PAAD, and SARC, SLC2A2 and SLC2A5 in LIHC. On the one hand, we 
need to continuously increase the prognostic value analysis of SLC2A1/2/5 genes in these tumors. On the other hand, we can also try 
the survival analysis and prognostic study of other SLC2A family genes in cancers in the future. Furthermore, diagnostic utility of 
SLC2A family genes in KIRC may present a viable path forward. Above all, we think that SLC2As may be useful in anticipating the 
response to immunotherapy and could be a novel immunotherapy target for a variety of tumors because of the strong link between 
SLC2As and TME as well as the findings of other studies. Consequently, our findings offer novel perspectives for further clinical 
research and tumor immunotherapy, as well as novel directions for the investigation of SLC2A inhibition as a possible cancer ther-
apeutic approach. 

Genes encoding phosphoglucose isomerase (PG), glucose transporters, hexokinase 2 (HK2), HIF-1, and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase are all altered by tumor cells and contribute to the hypoxic environment found in malignancies. Studies have indicated 
that hypoxia-regulated genes may be targets for therapeutic intervention in the treatment of cancer [5]. As previously noted, higher 
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expression of GLUT1 and GLUT3 is a result of a hypoxic state. Additionally, our findings revealed that cancer cells overexpress a 
number of GLUTs, most notably GLUT1. Furthermore, GLUT1 overexpression may function as a prognostic biomarker for a variety of 
cancer types, such as SARC, LUAD, LIHC, and PAAD. Furthermore, as a novel target in anticancer therapy, GLUT1 can be addressed. 
Our findings thus suggest an indirect connection between hypoxia and malignancy. The latest work may assist direct targeted therapy 
for many tumors and offer fresh insights into how hypoxia influences cancer prognosis. 

Nevertheless, our study has a number of shortcomings. Firstly, as our research’s conclusions on SLC2As were primarily derived 
from the computational analysis of genetic data, additional in vivo and in vitro tests are required to confirm our findings. Furthermore, 
the minimal correlation we found in our study between SLC2As and immunotherapy meant that further experimental research and 
clinical trials would be necessary to confirm the findings. 

5. Conclusion 

In summary, the current study demonstrated the intricate and wide-ranging functions that the expression of SLC2A family genes 
plays in cancer development and medical results, suggesting that SLC2As may be useful prognostic biomarkers for particular tumor 
types. The SLC2As were linked to immune subtypes, stemness score, and TME, which offers novel prospects for immunotherapy 
research and fresh perspectives on the SLC2A family genes as possible targets in malignancies. The association between hypoxia and 
malignancies is further clarified by our study, which also offers new evidence supporting SLC2A1 as a potential therapeutic target for a 
range of cancers. 
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